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MICHAEL NATRIELLO
STAFF WRITER
only, which is a fact that will take weeks for the Fayette
County Sheriff's department and the DEA to figure out.
What they discovered immediately, though, was that
in the back of Raul's eighteen-wheeler, parked in the
parking lot on the rear end of Fat Burger was about fifty
pounds of the purest Colombian cocaine you could get
your hands on, all hidden under frozen Fat Burgers pat-
ties and fries.
Apparently' these narco-trafficantes have gotten wise
to the fact that border patrol in Texas doesn't have thick
enough skin to do a proper search of a freezer truck and
this is how they've been getting their stuff over the bor-
der. And in fact it's all that white that explains what hap-
pened next.
'Cause just after the ambulance took away Keith-Bob,
Raul entered from the back door of the Fat Burger into
the kitchen where Cindy Mcdowd was interviewing the
boys who worked at the restaurant. Shocked and fright-
ened to see a police officer at the- stash house, Raul got
angry and started yelling in Spanish at Oscar Vasquez,
the newly hired chef.
Now Cynthia Mcdowd's sixth grade Spanish ain't
good enough to have understood everything that was
said but you don't have to be a linguist to know what
"cocafna,' means and besides she
This is the last installment of Flatonia. For the com-
plete story, visit the fiction section at thecollegevoice.
org.
When Maude Chandler arrived at the Fat Burger just
outside of Flatonia there were two ambulances, four
news trucks, and Fayette County's entire fleet of cop
cruisers, which was five, all parked outside. "All this for
a little old heart attack? I hope he ain't dead," Maude
said exiting her car.
As it turned out Keith Bob wasn't dead. He was eat-
ing ice chips under the care of Candi Slauson over at
the hospital in the center of town, which is right next to
Gray's Ace Hardware in case you didn't know.
Anyway, back to Fat Burger, where there was one hell
of a scene and two real live dead man, laid up in the back
of an ambulance if you can believe it. As far as anyone
could tell one was a cook at Fat Burger, Oscar Vasquez
who had started just a month ago and who nobody knew
much about. The other man's name was either Raul Go-
mez or Martin Smith. He had passports for both names.
His Mexican passport read Gomez and his American
passport was Smith. And if they both looked legit, that's
'cause they were. Born in America but raised in Mexico,
Martin Smith had dual citizenship and had changed his
name to Raul Gomez, but this was official in Mexico
CONTINUED ON PAGE9
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STAFF WRITER it's got more to do with the fact that
you're excited and the additional re-
ality of having met a nice girl. The
excitement correlates with the pres-
ence of dopamine. It doesn't matter
whether the dopamine causes the
excitement or vise versa, because
they're mutual, one won't happen
without the other. Love, the sexual
part of it anyway, appears to be noth-
ing more than classical conditioning,
plain and simple.
With that in mind, let's talk about
cocaine.
Both cocaine and amphetamines
are sources of pure dopamine. Love
now comes in a pill. Few people ask
why giving a kid Ritalin calms him
dnwn long enough to do his math
homework. The answer is that you're
giving him a pill that makes him fall
in love with the processes of fac-
toring, completing the square, tak-
ing derivatives, whatever it may be.
When you have a high level of do-
pamine cycling through your system,
you'll do whatever you're doing and
you'lI enjoy, it. You won't get dis-
tracted because there's no tempta-
tion to get distracted. If you snort a
gram of coke, you'll be content to do
whatever you're doing. If you pop 40
milligrams of speed, the same thing
will happen.
6 Praise for Downton Abbey 8
A young man meets an attractive
blond. He doesn't know her at all. All
he knows is that she's physically at-
tractive. He approaches. Nervous and
excited, he makes as much small talk
as he can, eventually asking her out.
She thinks it's cute that this charming
fellow is so nervous to talk to her and
she's flattered to watch him overcome
himself, if only to get through a five
minute conversation. She gives him her
number. She feels good, he feels good,
and they've got a date to grab coffee at
Starbucks the following Monday. An
hour goes by, and the young gentleman
feels, well ... just perfect in every pos-
sible way. She goes about her business,
mildly elated, and he goes to work his
ass off, making lattes or flipping burg-
ers, making $10.00 an hour just so he
can afford to take her on a date. Love
doesn't just get us through the day, love
drives us!
So does cocaine. The consensus in
the neurological community is that
dopamine is the driving force behind
love-it's the animal part of love. If
you have a ton of dopamine rushing
through your brain and you meet a nice
girl, odds are you'll fall in love. Why?
Because you've got copious amounts
of the reward chemical rushing through
your system and you're associating it
with the hot girl in front of you,
In other words. if you're excited
CONTINUED ON PAGE5
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Editorials
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(your opinion goes here).
As graduation looms-countdowns, bar nights and soirees
galore-our dwindling time at Conn becomes more evident
with eacb passing day. Second semester is Twilight Zone-
themed: class Monday througb Thursday. Senior event on
Friday. Bar on Saturday. Library on Sunday. Rinse, lather,
repeat-the senior year time loop. The cacopbony of the
monotony is deafening.
Senior privileges are slowly receding: parking is now
a confusing mess of lottery systems and levels of campus
instead of the privilege by class year we once knew;
Housefellow positions, among the most senior roles a student
can take on campus, are now open to underclassmen. The
uniqueness of the senior experience bas been cballenged.
During the presumed most special time of our lives, that's
all we want: something special. The culmination of the past
four years sbould end in reflection, cbange and growth,
aided bolb by our professors and our peers. Instead, it's been
whittled down to one question: beer or wine?
SGA bas started a new dialogue about social events on
campus; lbe senior class council sbould do the same. The
senior events, lbus far, bave been bypocritical-let's end a
four-year conversation about the rampant drinking culture
with scbool-sanctioned drinking!-and repetitive, plastic
bracelets and drink tickets littering every senior's floor once
a week.
We are not calling for a new Prohibition. We realize lbat
events are planned in a way to attract lbe highest number of
people, and people like alcobol. We also like alcobol, but
that's not all we like.
It's easy to regress- into the Cro dance norm and the
simplicity of freshman year-it's safe, it's been done before,
and it belps us forgetlbatwe're leaving. But lbere needs to be
As always, we welcome letters to tbe editor. If you're
interested in writing a letter, please read below.
Letters to the Editor:
Any and all members of tbe Connecticut College
community (including students, faculty and staff) are en-
couraged to submit articles, letters to the editor, opinion
pieces, pbotographs, cartoons, etc.
All submissions will be given equal consideration,
In particular, letters to the editor are accepted from
any member of the college community on a first-come, "
first-come basis until noon on the Saturday prior to pub-
lication, Tbey should run approximately 300 words in
length, but may be no longer tban 400 words.
All submitted letters must be attributed to an author
and include contact information.
a palpable difference between then and now, and lbe c~nt
program of events has largely failed to make lbat distinction
real. We want to feel like we are moving on-away from
the traditional college fun and towards life after college.
What we are seeking is some recognition lbat we will be
living COmpletely different lives in six weeks and experience
that transformation with the rest of the senior class. We are
leaving this place very soon, yet our celebrations of lbe. end
of our time here bas lbus far been little more than a repeution
of the past three and a balf years. Upcoming senior events
should be more imaginative in lbeir celebration of our past
here as well as of our furore beyond this campus.
Think of lbe possibilities: plan a dance lbat will encourage
more lban grinding, like salsa or ballroom. Bring faculty
and students togelber for a fancy dinner so lbat seniors can
schmooze with lbeir favorite professors one last time. Show
us a movie, rent us a karaoke machine, ask us trivia, or just
take us down to Buck Lodge so lbat we can see what's inside.
Even renting out the dilapidated yet cbanning Galaxy Roller
Rink would be a welcome (and awesome) cbange of pace.
Our world isn't limited to the 1962 Room.
The senior events should reflect the people we've
become' in the past four years: intellectual, curious, winy,
opinionated, motivated and involved. As much as we all
adore guzzling PBR with our classmates in a white room
with lbe same music in the background, aren't we entitled
to something more stimulating? After all, we're more than
three free beers.
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No unsigned letters will be publisbed.
Tbe editor-in-chief must contact all authors prior to
publication to verify tbat helsbe was indeed tbe author of
the letter.
The College Voice reserves tbe right to edit letters for
clarity, length, grammar or libel. No letters deemed to be
libelous towards an individual or group will be pub-
lished.
The College Voice cannot guarantee the publication
of any submission. These policies must be made ~lUblic
knowledge so that every reader may lI\.~~ op-
portunity to have their opinions published.
Please submit your letters by either filling out the
form on our site at www.thecollegevoice.org/contact-
uslsubmitletter or by emailing it to eic@thecolleg-
, evoice .org.
ontact Us
contaet@tbecoUegevoice.org
270MoheganAvenue
NewLondon,cr 06320
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THE AMERICAS
UNITED STATES--A CVS pharmacy in New
Jersey came under fire recently for mistakenly
filling children's' fluoride prescriptions wilb
breast cancer medication. An estimated 50
families were given the wrong prescription,
but pharmaceutical experts reported over lbe
weekend that the medication is not harmful in
small doses. The state attorney general's office
is investigating the matter further.
AFRICA
NEW ZEALAND
COMPILED BY MEREDITH BOYLE
ASIA
JAPAN-- Controversy abounds in Tokyo, Japan
where a new animal protection law will force
"cat cafes" to close at 8pm. Because of strict
bousing regulations in many apartment build-
ings, the Japanese are not allowed to keep pets
in lbeir bomes and often stop by these cafes to
play with the cats and de-stress after work. Cafe
owners are upset because lbe law, scheduled to
go into effect June I, forces tbem to close during
lbeir busiest bours.
NEW ZEALAND-- Top sbearers from around the
world will compete in New Zealand this week in
the 2012 World Sheep Sbearing Competition for a
$2500 prize. Sbearers will be judged on speed and
accuracy in machine and band-blade techniques.
This is lbe first time the competition bas been beld
in New Zealand since 1996 - a country in which
sbeep outnumber bumans 10 to I, and wbo most
recently lobbied for sheep shearing to be recog-
nized as an Olympic sport .
•
CONGO-- At least 200 people were killed on Sunday
in Brazzaville in an explosion caused by a fire in
a nearby arms depot. Hundreds more are reported
injured or trapped under wreckage. Political leaders
appeared on the radio and national television to as-
sure residents lbat lbe blasts were an accident and not
indicative of a coup d'etat or civil war.
•
EUROPE
GREECE-- Thirty-five people were arrested
10 norlb~m and central Greece on Saturday
evemng 10 connection with an anu' .. .N' qUlues nng.
?t mucb Information is yet known about lbe
cnme, but Greece. bas long been plagued wilb
smugglmg due to its ricb arcbaeological his-
tory. The nud~ turned up thousands of antique
corns and ancient artifacls .
HEATHER HOLMES
STAFF WRITER
Since its launch in ')JXJ7, blogging
platform Turnblr has become a personal
and creative outlet for million of people.
Thmblr users, the majority of whom are
high school and college-aged, use the site
for anything from promotion of personal
content (photography, poetry, music) to
!he admiration of others' work (through
"liking" and "reblogging"), Thmblr users
take pride in their own blogs and often
meticulously design them to look and
sound a certain way.
For most, though, enthusiasm for Tum-
blr goes beyond the aesthetic and reflects
users' gratefulness for the ability to post
virtually anything. It's the ultimate free
speech platform. Tben again, maybe it
isn't.
On February 23,2012, the Thmblr staff
blog published a post entitled, "A New
Policy Against elf-Harm Blogs." The
open lener to all site users began, "Turn-
News & Features
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blr sometimes gets used for things that
are just wrong. We are deeply committed
to supporting and defending our users'
freedom of speech, but we do draw some
limits." "Self-harm" is defined as any
deliberate non-suicidal injuring of one's
body - Tumblr uses this umbrella term to
addre all blogs that promote dangerous
behavior, including but not limited to an-
orexia, bulimia, and cuning.
These so-called "thinspiration" blogs
that often provide tips for starving, purg-
ing, and other self-harm have been given
a grace period by the taff in which they
must edit the offensive content. After this
period, a new draft of the content policy
officially bans "Active Promotion of Self-
Harm," and any user who searches terms
relating to self-harm will be shown a PSA
warning against such behavior, and may
be directed to a helpline run by the Na-
tional Eating Disorders Association.
Such a policy may seem noncontro-
versial, since eating disorders and other
forms of self-harm are objectively un-
healthy and can cause countless bodily
complications and even death. In fact,
several hundreds of users have applaud-
ed Thmblr for the new policy. One user
wrote, "Thank you, Turnblr. Thank you.
Can I hug staff right now? Can I please?"
Another said, "(This post] is encourag-
ing, especiaUy since 'thinspo' blogs are
one of the worst things on the internet."
For as mucb support as Tumblr has
received regarding its new restriction on
self-harm blogs, however, critics of the
new policy have voiced their opinion
even louder than supporters have.
Following the February 23 announce-
ment, one user said, "Sorry, but this is
kind of ridiculous. Tumblr has helped so
many people who self-harm by giving
them an outlet. You want to censor them
and make them feel like more of an out-
cast than they already are?" Another said,
"It seems to me that prohibition won't
prevent people from engaging in these
behaviors - it will just push them further
underground and limit the number of
ways other people can reach out to help
them." ,
Arguments on either side have rever-
berated across the internet for the past
couple of weeks, but Tumblr still plans to
follow through on the censorship policy.
Tumblr assesses eating disorders as "se-
rious ... problems," but unfortunately, the
policy will no doubt not erase the dis-
eases.
This new content restriction is an in-
credibly sensitive issue, especiaUy since
some users with eating disorders and
other mental illnesses see the blogs as
self-harm triggers, while others turn to
them for an invaluable source of sup-
port, friendship and hope. For the most
part, creators of self-harm blugs are self-
critical, but extend messages of love,
support, and understanding to followers
looking for "thinspiration." Though this
positivity is urthealthy in that it supports
the continuation of a dangerous lifestyle,
it apparently belps countless people with
feelings of desperation and hopelessness.
Pro-anorexic ("pro-ana") blogs existed
before Tumblr did, and will continue to
exist regardless of the new content policy.
The Tumblr staff seems to have only the
best intentions, and they maintain that
announcement is a necessary reminder of
the prevalence and grave seriousness of
aU eating disorders.
The question is if the Turnblr staff has
the right to be a moral arbiter. After all,
it hosts blogs that glorify drug culture: a
drug addiction, much like an eating dis-
order, has the potential to kill. The best-
case scenario of the new Tumblr policy
would be a widespread awakening to the
danger of eating disorders; Tumblr hopes
that its advertising of eating disorder hot-
line numbers will encourage users to seek
help. The worst-case scenario OCCurs
when users with self-harm illnesses feel
lost without the network of support they
found IIITurnblr blogs, and ineVitably re-
locate self-harm pages to other blogging
platforms .•
•4---------------- ...:------.....:...
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Professor Profile: Mshan Jafar
FRANCESCA VOLPE
STAFF WRITER
Every Monday and Friday at 9 AM,
Assistant Professor of Sociology Af-
sban Jafar strides into ber sociology
class ready to discuss controversial
issues plaguing the world. Sbe's alert,
passionate, knowledgeable and ready
to get down to business. She engages
ber students on relevant topics and
challenges them to seriously analyze
and question social norms.
Professor Jafar's thought-provoking
teacbings and points of view made me
want to learn more about her upbring-
ing and path towards her current career
as a sociologist.
Born in Pakistan to a close-knit fam-
ily, Jafar is proud of her upbringing
and the values it imparted to her: "I am
grateful for how much family we had
around us with extended family living
allover the neighborhood. We would
just come over to each other's houses.
We didn't have to call to let them know
we were coming." She bopes to pass
those values on to her own two daugh-
ters.
Jafar went to a British school where
she learned English. When asked about
the difference between school in Paki-
stan and school in America, she re-
marked on the "very strict educational
system in Pakistan." Students were to
dress in uniforms and show their up-
most respect for the teacher. In addi-
tion, boys and girls were not allowed
to converse with one another outside
of the classroom. She recalls, "I wasn't
allowed to have boys over even for
birthday parties. There wasn't a dating
life."
By the time she was ready for col-
lege, Jafar was set to head overseas.
She went to an elite high school where
"it was almost the norm to go abroad."
After seeing her brothers leave for col-
lege, Jafar knew that she wanted to
travel. Additionally, "it was a turbulent
time in Karachi and college campuses
were like war zones with shootings and
bombs going off."
Because of this dangerous state of af-
fairs, her parents "made a deal. If I got
funded, I could go," Ohio Wesleyan
University gave her a full scholarship
and, in 1995, she came to the United
States. "It was my first time out of the
country and America was not what I
had expected it to be."
Jatar was ecstatic about being a col-
lege student, although nervous about
"knowing what rules to follow." She
pictured having intellectual conversa-
tions with other students but what she
Ii
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encountered ended up being a big cul-
ture shock. "I was surprised by how
little interest people had in college."
'" couldn't believe people would
show up to class in their pajamas with
a doughnut and a coffee in band and
then create their own breakfast space
on the table," she recalled.
Jafar was also surprised to learn how
much of the social life revolved around
drinking. She playfully recalled, '" love
to dance and when Iwould go to par-
ties, all people would do was drink so I
would be dancing and someone would
point to me and be like 'you're drunk'
and I was like, 'no you are drunk ." •
Food was probably one of the big-
gest adjustments. Compared to meals
in Pakistan, where everything is fla-
vorful and prepared fresh, she found
American food to be bland and pro-
cessed.
After the initial shock wore off, Ja-
far immersed herself in college life. '"
had always wanted to take sociology
in high school, hut the classes filled up
fast." At college, she had the opportu-
nity to take a wide range of classes.
In one of her earlier classes, she was
thrilled to learn that her professor was
Iranian and Muslim: '" couldn't be-
lieve my professor was Muslim. I just
thought that was so cool."
Jatar kept picking majors and at one
point was fairly certain she was going
to be a humanities and classics major,
but she always felt called towards soci-
ology. "Sociology was new and Iwas
always interested in things that were
new"
When Jafar finished college, she
didn't feel ready to rerum to Pakistan,
so she enrolled in graduate school at
the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst. "I loved being a student and
I wanted to stay one a little longer. 1
could either go back to school or get a
job where my employer would have to
sponsor me."
The biggest culture shock of her life
was going from a small liberal arts
school to a massive state university.
She disliked the impersonal feeling.
As a teaching, assistant she would COf-
rect an incredible amount of papers at
a time. "One of the classes had 300 stu-
dents in it. I was one of three TAs so
1had to correct a hundred papers in a
strategic and quick manner."
Jafar always had a fascination with
the teaching world. As the youngest in
her family, she wanted to be in an envi- •
ronment where she could speak openly
and debate important issues.
Jatar says she loves her students and
considers them to be the "best part of
her job". This certainly shows as she
has taken on many additional responsi-
bilities outside the classroom, such as
her involvement in CISLA, where she
gets to interact mainly with students.
A passionate advocate of the liberal
arts education Jafar believes that the'
"culture of a liberal arts college en-
courages students to push themselves".
When interacting with professors such
as Jafar, it becomes easy to push one-
self and feel excited about acquiring
knowledge and information .•
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Debating the merits of legalizing the drug in America
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
we legalize it, we will see a steady decrease we're failing at, by the way), the failure of
There are some people. maybe even a lot of in that consensus, which will make it harder Latin America to keep its house in order is a
people. who want to legalize ocaine. 1 per- to both steer people away from cocaine use non-issue. OUf bottom line is minimizing how
sonally don't think that's a good idea. but they and more difficult to treat addicts who wish much cocaine our population consumes.
seem to think it is. so let's e-xamine their argu- to discontinue their use. It would, in effect, be In response to their fourth argument, it may
ments. like blowing up the wall that stands between not be a physiological stretch to claim that
I. Adv cates of legalization say that legal- the madness of the mob and the inalienable you could replace a meth addiction with a co-
izing cocaine would make it cheaper. which right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happi- caine addiction. but it certainly is a stretch to
would reduce demand for it and thereby re- ness sans-stimulants. say that its a good idea to encourage one. It's
duce the overall crime rate. 2. They also claim In .response to their second argument, the an ineffective policy to simply discourage the
that. were it to be legal. the government could revenue we make from cigarette taxes does use of one highly addictive drug by flooding
generate revenue by taxing it in the same way actually come at a price. The United States the market with another.
they presently tax cigarettes. 3. Representa- has the seventh highest cancer rate world- Needless to say these are huge issues, and
tives from the Latin American Commission on wide; fifty-ninth on the list is Singapore, I certainly cannot be the grand arbiter of the
Drugs and Democracy continue to assert that where apparently the only incidences of can- merits of what ought to be our national at-
the waron drugs isn't working. One need only cer are in female patients, which may say titude towards cocaine; certainly not in one
go and see the movie Miss Bala in order to see something about the health impacts of a re- week, certainly not as a college student. But I
that it's being waged very ineffectively. The pressive and brutal regime. (That is to say, it do think I can set a moral example, argue my
war on drugs encourages corruption in Latin may be the reason the only people who have views on the subject, remain a stoic and be
America, and that's bad. What could better cancer are female is because those statistics rational in debates about it, and offer one last
solve the problem of having to fight a war reflect incidences of breast cancer, which one piece of advice to my opponents who favor
than ending it by giving in? 4. Lastly, it is be- need not be a smoker to contracr.) Cocaine the legalization of cocaine.
lieved by some that legalizing cocaine could use causes irritability, paranoia, restlessness, For me the question of prohibiting or legal-
offset rhe BJ'OwingprobJem ofmeth addictions anxiety, high blood pressure, increases the izing drugs is a complex issue. Like aU issues
/.ii... _ ....... IIlIIiIl"<St.ttes. ;·,;;·.'.1!I"""_..... •.. _ ... !'tllIIa,II::: ... A!,..__ .. ·.. .,........ ~_:";tJ1ity dCiba ~ wever. the position- one.
While it's typically true that notbing any- ages tbe nose, and causes problems for your takes is relatively simple. "It's a good idea."
one says before the word "but" really means digestive system, kidneys and sex organs. or "It's a bad idea"; "I approve," or "I don't
much, I do feel tbat I sbould say tbat tbese Wbile I understand that there's a precedent set approve." That's it.
are all very good, consistently well made, and by tbe United States government of subsidiz- Wbat makes any question about drug policy
quite compelling points. But, they all total to a ing of tobacco farmers and levying high taxes complicated is that one's position on the le-
certain insignificance in light of two realities. on tobacco products, it just doesn't make any gality of drugs is often married to one's posi-
The first is that they are all refutable argu- sense to encourage the use of cocaine. Those tion on the use of drugs. The first occurs on
ments, and the second is the reality of human of us who are mature enough to know bet- the macro-level, and the second occurs on the
biology. ter shouldn't buy into tbat ridiculous line of micro-level.
In response to their first argument: by mak- thought. For Legalizing: Macro: What we're doing
ing coke cheaper, you're not reducing the de- In response to their third argument, I would isn't working so let's just give the addicts
mand for it. you're merely reducing the sense say the following. The question of Latin what they want. Micro: Coke, eh ... to each
of urgency, which underlies that demand. America, if you think about it, is actually ir- his own. For prohibiting: Macro: [don't want
Yes the price might go down, and with that relevant. The inability of many Latin Ameri- to live in a world where snorting cocaine and
the crime rate. but you send a greater and far can countries to suppress the illegal drug trade then behaving like a maniac is considered to
more detrimental message to the world, which says only one thing, which is that they're be- be acceptable behavior. Micro: Cocaine, NOT
is that "It's ok to snort cocaine." As of right ing ioeffective at it. To tbe United States. IN MY HOUSE!!!
now. most reasonable people would consider who ought to be producing citizens worthy of The micro-level sentiment for prohibiting
it to be a problem if you think snorting coke setting the highest example of decorum, be- cocaine is the predominant emotional reaction
on a regular basis (let alone once) is ok. If havior, moral standard and discipline (a task human beings have in response to' behavioral
problems like drug use. The reaction of intol-
erance, on the micro level , is a necessary step
for coping with an addict. An addict cannot
return to normal by himself. and if there is
nobody around him who actually views drug
use as problematic, he'll never be able to quit,
because no one will be there to show him the
way. And this is the crucial point. Those in
favor of legalization because' they buy the
macro-level reason in favor of legalizing
ought not to dispense with the micro-level
reason for prohibiting. The war on drugs may
be ineffective because we bring a micro-level
approach to a macro-level problem, but that
does not mean that the necessary prohibition
and stigmatization against it ought to be dis-
pensed with merely because it doesn't work
universally. The best we can do is prohibit it
at home, and compel others to do the same.
We ought not throw out the micro-level baby
with the macro-level bathwater.
In the end there is one very good reason to
steer ourselves and our kids away from co-
caine, and that is that if cocaine boosts dopa-
mine regardless of what's happeni.wP....4 l\ide.-
tbe body. and a beigbtened level of dopamine
is necessary for people to feel compulsively
attracted to one another, then it would seem
plausible that being addicted to cocaine means
that one couldn't love anymore, because he'd
be in love with himself. That is to say, one
cannot reliably love if he's got synthetic plea-
sure running through his system everyday.
Obviously. that last claim is a big stretch.
I'm not a coke addict and cannot attest to it
being true first hand, but if we create a culture
of addiction, we might just create an entire
generation of people who literally cannot feel
real love for one another. As Helen Fisher, the
woman who taught me about dopamine and
love once said, "A world without love, is a
deadly place." I think that its sometbing worth
preventing. Don't you? •
Stay True to Yourself: But What Self?
SAM NORCROSS
STAFF WRITER
convictions of every valedictorian
and commencement speaker ever. It
was made even stranger by the fact
that his audience was on the verge
of plummeting into the formative
college experience where, by all
accounts, we were meant to "find
ourselves." He was telling us, es-
senlially, that there was no "self" to
find.
In Feldman's Faculty@Work lec-
ture last Wednesday he continued
to make this seemingly counter-
intuitive statement and built upon
it by critiquing the notion that the
concept of double consciousness is
bad. Faculty@Work is a series of
lunch-hour lectures open to facul-
ty, staff and students during which
professors from every discipline
present their current work. In Feld-
man's ca t! it was his current thesis,
which. I quote: "There are cases of
double consciousness that exhibit ...
the 'bad-making' features of double
consciousness but that are nOI, in-
tuitively, bad for the agents in ques-
tion and may in fact be best, all
things considered."
This is to say that Feldman does
indeed consider the situation of Ja-
mie, The Gender-Nonconforming
Sorority Sister to be ubad," but in
that particular situation it's not the
double consciousness that is bad,
it's the pressures which cause Ja-
mie to fragment her "self' that are
bad. To prove his point he put forth
the example of Cassie and Her Con-
science. In this case, Cassie's favor-
ite band is in town and she desper-
ately wants to hear them live. but
she has a philosophy paper to write.
Her roommate suggests that she just
download an essay from philosphy-
papersthatdontsuck.corn. On the
most basic level Cassie wants to go
case, Cassie's "self' is split for the
better, causing her to make a mor-
al choice. Therefore, double con-
sciousness is a necessary phenom-
enon that can have both good and
bad effects depending on the soci-
etal pressure influencing it.
I generally find myself confused.
if not outright frustrated. by phi-
losophy. But Feldman made his
point clear and easily acceptable,
and I agree that without double
consciousness people would be able
to ignore most norms that we as a
society accept. This might be con-
sidered a good thing in a ase such
as lamie's, but it would also lead to
general chaos, as everyone would
act on every impulse and desire
without a smidgen of consideration
for the outside world.
Hearing Feldman deftly explain
his argument was fascinating, but
my favorite part of the lecture was
the Q&A session afterwards during
which professors, with areas of fo-
cus ranging from classics to biolo-
gy 10 English to hislory, poked and
prodded at his argument. The most
interesting question was in refer·
ence to the Jamie example: "What
does it mean to be true to yourself?"
This brought the conversation back
to that bizarre assertion I heard dur-
ing my freshman orientation. "1
don't think we can make any dis-
tinction about what the true self is,"
said Feldman.
In the case of Jamie, tbe girl who
conformed to gender norms against
her desires, Feldman stated that
there was nothing about Jamie's
change that represented her being
un-true to berself. "1 disagree with
the idea that deviating from your
morals is the not being true to your-
self." said Feldman. There is no set
personality within us, no "real" self,
or set of morals defined forever and
set in stone. "Life is just about this
proce~s of constantly becoming."
explained Feldman.
It took a year and a half, and a
second lecture for it to finally sink
in. bur I think I finally understand
what Feldman was explaining to
that room of awkward freshman in
September of 2010. We are always
?urselves. We are always cbang-
mg a~d becoming something new
and dIfferent. There is no end goal;
there IS no inner core. The self is
a malleable continuum tbat is un-
defined and constantly in flux. The
search is Over. I am myself, and
you are yourself and next year, next
month. next week tbat self will be
something different. •
Imagine a girl named Jamie. Ja-
mie grew up a tomboy; she loved
sp rts and was rarely found wear-
ing anything but workout clothes.
In college her friends and fam-
ily urged her to be m re feminine.
to wear nicer clothes and to slim
down rather than bulk up. She fol-
lowed their advice and became the
quintessential sor rity girl. While
her . cial life flourished, there
was always a feeling of conflict
within her-shame and self-loath-
ing. This is a classic case of what's
known as d uble c nsciousness: a
elf-impo ed fragmentation of the
"self" because of internalized so-
cial norms. And yet h wever sad
and terrible Jamie's struggle may
seem, Professor Simon Feldman
think double consci usness is a
good thing.
Phil ophy professor Simon
Feldman wa the 20 Ia convoca-
Ii n speaker. He talked quickly.
Tbrough the crippling awkward-
ness of freshman orientation, that's
m stly what I remember of that mo-
ment. I remember it being funny. It
might have even been inspiring. but
lhe only snippets of the speech I can
reeall were about not being true to
oneself. It was like hearing an anti-
speech a speech that shaltered the
Therefore, double
consciousness is a
necessary phenomenon
that can have both good and
bad effects depending on
the societal
pressure influencing it.
to the concert, but the societal pres·
sures of honesty and morals repress
her desires and she stays in to finish
her work.
This too is an example of double
consciousness. However, in this
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John F:Kennedy Makes Rick Santorum Vomit
MARK FERREIRA
STAFF WRITER
Rick Santorum has recently surged
in popularity in the polls and. as of
now, seems like he might be the new
front-runner for the Republican nom-
ination for president. However, like
many of the previous front-runners
before him, his rise might last only
for a short while before it quickly
fizzles.
Even if his rise in the polls proves
to be brief, it is nerve-racking that
a candidate who makes false state-
ments about foreign practices and is
so staunchly religious in his rhetoric
is taken seriously. Last week in an in-
terview with ABC, Santorum claimed
that John F. Kennedy's statement
about the separation of church and
made him want to "throw UPl"Two
months before the 1960 presidential
election Kennedy said "I believe in
an America where the separation of
cburch and state is absolute." Santo-
rum later elaborated on his disgust for
Kennedy's comment, claim.ing, "the
First Amendment says the free exer-
cise of religion; that means bringing
everybody, people of faith and no
faith, into the public square. Kennedy
for the first time articulated the vision
saying, 'No, faith is not allowed in
the public square. I will keep it sepa-
rate."
Santorum drastically misquoted
and misinterpreted the ideas Kennedy
articulated. Kennedy did not want to
keep religious citizens out of govern-
ment roles; he merely suggested that
the ideology of faith should not influ-
ence educational programs or a candi-
date's chances at becoming president.
Santorurn used Kennedy's procla-
mation to advance his own political
identity as a religious conservative.
Santorum attempts to take the words
of Kennedy so literally and bluntly
that he spreads his flawed and tainted
interpretation of Kennedy's message
to his audience. Santorum's nausea
might be successfully cured with a
dose of knowledge. Furtbermore, it
appears that Mr. Santorum failed to
understand the most basic concepts re-
garding the First Amendment and the
goal of the founding fathers to keep
the church as a separate entity from
the government. What does it mean
when a candidate for President of the
United States fails to understand both
the importance of Kennedy's notion
and the revolutionary ideas put forth
by our founding fathers?
Santorum's blatant
ignorance and overem-
phasis on religion makes
him seem like afool.
Earlier this month, Santorum at-
tempted to use examples of involun-
tary euthanasia in the Netherlands to
predict the future of Obama's health
care program. First he claimed that
"half the people who are euthanized
every year ... are euthanized involun-
tarily." While voluntary euthanasia is
legal in tbe Netherlands, any violation
of the strict controls and regulations
result in the doctor being charged
with murder. In order for euthanasia
to be carried out, the patient must
sign a consent form and get a second
opinion that proves that the patient is
suffering unbearably. Santorum con-
tinued, "[euthanasia is] ten percent of
all deaths for the Netherlands." The
actual percentage of people eutha-
nized in the Netherlands accounted
for two percent of all deaths in 2010.
Not only did Santorum lie, he also
used this propaganda to predict that
"Obamacare would lead us down that
road." The fact Santorum uses such
misinformation and purposefully
distorted facts to advance his own
political agenda demonstrates how
he remains a truly deplorable candi-
date. In the same interview, Santorum
claimed that the slow acceptance of
abortion is causing a slow ethical rot
in our society. What about the slow
acceptance of Super PAC advertise-
ments or candidates that manipulate
their audience through fear? The real
problem comes from people like San-
torum who claim that their word is
fact without any consequence.
Santorum's blatant ignorance and
overemphasis on religion makes him
seem like a fool. The real surprise
is that Santorum has continued to
remain popular enough to win both
Coloradn and Minnesota. It seems
that voters simply do not care about
integrity or truthful information. For
Santorum, hoth his overly religious
and social conservative image appeal
to far right wing voters more than
integrity or honesty. Santorum mas-
terfully creates and fuels this image
through his horrid comments about
Kennedy and his propaganda about
Obama's health care program. There
are many intellectual and honest ways
to criticize Obama. Santorum should
not need to rely on blatant and ex-
travagant lies to appeal to his socially
conservative base .•
#Trending: Tracking Annoying
Internet Phenomena
AYLA ZURAW-FRIEDLAND
STAFF WRITER
During the past decade or so, the
landscape of social networking has
been completely revolutionized in its
function and impact on society and
everyday life. In general, the Internet
has provided a way in which the entire
world can maintain instant commu-
nication with little to no effort. This
generation lives in a constant state of
connectivity as our words, ideas and
experiences are broadcasted across
cyberspace for anyone to see.
For almost everyone, sites such as
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and oth-
ers are the central axis for interactions
with others both online and in the real
world. Conversation revolves around
images. tweets or posts people have
seen and are the basis of discussion.
These online forums provide space for
people to stay in touch with friends
that are far away, a place for self ex-
pression, humor and a way to spread
ideas. Really, these websites are in-
credibly innovative.
Sometimes.
However, more often than not,
Facebook and Twitter serve as sites of
absolute chaos. Anyone that ha had
to scroll through pages of the inanities
that make up their newsfeed, doubting
the existence of intelligent life, under-
stand thi . Because it has been devel-
oped and is inhabited by our annoying
human selves, we continue to outdo
ourselves in terms of OUf ability to
create frustrating trends. The magic of
social networking is thai we can reach
anyone that has the misfortune to be
Facebook friends with us.
In real life we are only capable of
driving those within ear and eyeshot
absolutely insane. The Internet has
provided endles opportunities and
tools to spread annoyances. From
web-comi s and memes to the sudden
h
and inexplicable invasion of Twitter
hashtags on Facebook pages, we have
exceeded all possible expectations of
what human boredom can generate.
Here are some of the recent Internet
trends that get complained about the
most. .
Memes
In psychology, the word "meme" is
referred to as a tool used to transmit
cultural knowledge or understand-
ing. If anthropologists from the future
unearth our memes from the annals
of cyberspace, they will essentially
understand the entirety of our cul-
ture and OUf incessant need to caption
things. Granted. many memes are ac-
tually hilarious because they acknowl-
edge relatable parts of every day life,
usually combined with a cultural icon,
such as Dumbledore. However, it
seems strange that these are what will
be left behind for future generations.
We look back on paintings by Monet
and Picasso while they will look back
on pictures of cats asking "can i haz
cheezburger?"
Our Inexplicable fascination with
cats
This leads to the second odd trend
that has started showing up more and
more: cats. They're everywhere. from
memes to statuses. Today is the hey-
day of cat lady reverence and people
announcing things like, "Forever
alone ...at least I have my cats!" These
cruel, independent, adorable little fur-
balls have attained a prominent role in
the cyber world. However, this new-
found love of cats isn't completely un-
founded, or historically original. The
ancient Egyptians carved their images
into the walls of tombs, and now we
broadcast them across our own monu-
ment to greatness: the Internet. And all
along, our cats sit quietly and watch as
we fall directly into the trap they have
set for the demise of all mankind.
OM G· I -Iove- my -bfl gf -foreverr
status updates
"Isn't new love great? The flowers,
the shared gazes, the handholding, the
slow half-smile when they check their
phone for a message from that special
someone? Yeah, it's awesome to see
those things in person as one wanders
the world in complete and utter single-
hood. So hey, why not have constant
reminders of it every time you log
onto Facebook?" said no one. There is
absolutely no escape from the constant
barrage of PDA. Even more, as great
as it is that someone is happy with the
relationship they are in, the impulse to
broadcast that new sunshine-y kind of
joy is unnecessary and paradoxically
lessens the credibility of the relation-
ship through heart emoticon overload.
Faeebook Lectures
This one falls much along the same
lines as the previous pet peeve in that
people use Facebook or Twitter as
an opportunity to advertise their reli-
gion, political opinions or apparently
superior knowledge and understand-
ing of buman nature. They are simi-
lar because they are forcing this at us
in a manner that is often abrasive and
completely uncalled for. To an extent,
that is what social networking is used
for: getting your thoughts and ideas
out there and possibly using it as a
plug for an important cause here and
there. However, there are some that
use these sites as a sort of ground to
attempt to convert others to their way
of thinking. Unfortunately for them, it
is quite difficult to convey any sort of
meaningful message because they are
being undermined by pictures of cats.
"Society Thinks ..." Meme
These are probably the most recent
annoying internet trend. Approximate-
ly two weeks ago there was a sudden
onslaught of a very specific type of
meme that depicted a certain activity
a
or group of people from various points
of view. We've all seen them: a blac k
background with usually six pictures,
showing what mother thinks, what
friends think, what teachers think,
wbat the cat thinks, etc. At first they
were interesting and clever. It's true,
each group is seen in many different
ways and it was an entertaining way
of depicting that. However, suddenly'
everyone decided that they needed to
make them, like, immediately. Then
newsfeeds were just covered in differ-
ent activities. Where did these come
from? Unfortunately there is no rea]
answer. Already, this craze is start-
ing to fade, as most of them do. It was
definitely a very strange follow up to
the "S#!% People Say" craze that pre-
ceded it.
Hashtag-ing in places that aren't
Twitter
The hastag invasion has probably
been the most widely agreed-upon
winner for "most annoying Facebook
trend." At first, it was subtle. Twitter
had slowly begun to leak into Face-
book's domain, but within weeks it
was a full on flood of hashtag glory.
The hashtag comes from a humble
past. Created in August of 2007 by
Chris Messina, it was intended to be
used as a simple way of grouping
tweets together in online searches.
According to an interview with Mes-
sina done by Glgoarn.com, it was not
well received in its initial presenta-
tion. It was seen as being "too nerdy"
and "crowded." The designers of the
site wanted to develop a computer
program to group the similar postings
together. Despite this, Messina per-
sisted in using it, and slowly it began
to catch on.
At first, many Twitter users didn't
like the way the hashtags looked. As
we can see, that has changed in the past
few years. According to a study done
.
by Twitter CEOs, approximately 11%
oj Twitter posts contain some kind of
hashtag. The most notable hashtag use
was when Republican Congressmen
used the tag #dontgo while trying to
get Congress to stay in session to vote
on an energy hill. This was the first
official break from the general nerd
culture that hashtags typically drew.
This was developed for Twitter as a
organizational scheme. Therefore, it
really makes absolutely no sense that
suddenly people have started using
them on Facebook too. As much as we
would like to think that someone will
spend actual time searching for a spe-
cific comment we -made on a certain
picture, they won't, despite our,use of
hashtag.
"They can be kind of funny when
used ironically," said Dakota Peschel
'15. "But they really are obnoxious
when they are overused simply for
that purpose."
As hilarious and witty as someone
may feel for using a hash tag to associ-
ate themselves with a certain group on
Twitter, it really doesn't make sense
III the context of Facebook. Had we
wanted to see strings of random words
and tags follOWing every comment,
we would follow you on TwitterB .
y no means are these the only
Twitter and Facebook pet-peeves out
there. From e .xpenence, we can all say
there are pos .hI h .. si Y undreds more Just
by looking at Our OWnpages Howev-
~r. we do. have some power.' While it
ISn?t SOCIallyacceptable to go around
yellIng "DEFRJEND'" "UNFOL.
LOW" or
. ~o random people that annoy
you 10 life th .. -mere IS the opportunity of
a SImple press of the button while on
SOCIalnetworki .. . ng Sites. The internet
IS servmg as
cult . a way to record how our
ure IS devel .. . °P1Og, and it will beInterest10g to
see what we create that
may be saved f for uture generations .•
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Hold Me, Bat Boy
Conn theater brings creepy to a whole new level
BAILEY BENNETT
STAFF WRITER Gushing blood, sexual
violence and mysterious
'creatures filled the world of Bat Boy, this year's main stage musi-
cal. The show, performed this past weekend in Tansil Theater, tells
the strange and twisted tale of a creature born half-human and
half-bat, forced to live in solitude in a cave in rural West Virginia
untilhe is found by the inhabitants of Hope Falls. Through a
series of comedic and tragic events, we watch as he tries to as-
similate into normal human society, being constantly rejected by
those around him and making the audience question who the true
"beasts" are in the story.
For a show with a plof as bizarre and foreign as this one, the
performance itself was incredibly full of human emotion, relatable
characters and heartbreaking tragedy. Although watching a group
of woodland creatures engage in sexual promiscuity or a bat boy
sucking the blood from a dead cow head was extremely disturbing,
the production pulled the audience so deeply into this world that
we were able to accept the unconventional plot for what it was. The
large musical numbers, often involving the entirety of this twelve-.
person cast, were by far some of the strongest moments of the show.
The power of those twelve voices singing at once was truly over-
whelming and the songs themselves were poignant and memorable.
In particular, "Comfort arid Joy" was the final song of Act I and was
intricately staged and sounded utterly brilliant, leaving the audience
thirsting for more. The accompaniment of the talented orchestra
heightened the drama with frequent use of electric guitar to bring
this rock musical to life.
This being said, the show itself is at times poorly written, repeti-
tive and in need of some critical editing. Many scenes of dialogue
or flashback sequences felt long and had a strange tone, often tak-
ing topics as serious as rape extremely lightheartedly. Great credit
is therefore due to the cast of Bat Boy for making the audience
thoroughly believe in the story, despite the obstacles. Ethan Un-
derhill ' 15 was captivating in his powerful yet gentle portrayal of
Bat Boy, traasiticning seamlessly from the adorable, ignorant, feral
creature to an intelligent, troubled young man. His portrayal evoked
frequent tears from audience members as he played the challenging
role with touching honesty and respect, along with an absolutely
stellar singing voice.
Grant Jacoby '13, Talia Curtin '13 and Leila Teitelman '15
beautifully made up the Parkers, a family with a dark secret who
graciously accepts Bat Bcy'Into their home. Jacoby impressively
portrayed the show's greatest villain with a warped cruelty that
was consistently chilling, flashing a perverted smile in the face
of death, rape and destruction. Scenes in which whipped out his
infamous syringe were disturbing and thrilling at the same time.
Opposite him in the role of his wife, Curtin Was tender, loveable
and kind, but with moments of fear and fury so powerful that the
viewers were left breathless. Her sincere performance of a mother
tom apart by heartbreak, abuse and shame was incredibly stirring to
watch. Finally, Teitelman filled out the family with an air of com-
edy and youth, transitioning from a naive girl to a complex woman
and touching many hearts as she closed out the show's final, tragic
scene, sitting among the dead bodies of her loved ones.
The whole cast must also be commended for tbeir commitment
to multiple. diverse characters in this production. In a move that
was both practical and comical, many cast members played two to
three characters, constantly rushing off stage with only second to
change from one outfit to the other. Although changing clothes so
quickly is difficult enough in itself, the cast was also able to make
great alterations in terms of theitJcharactem' personalities and.man-
nerisms. Ryan Cameron '12 must be specifically praised not only
for his portrayal of Rick Taylor, but for his hilatious transformation
into Lorraine, a role made all the more funny by the sight of Cam-
eron in a dress and wig.
The stark contrast of these hysterical moments with the extreme
darkness and perversion of prejudice, rape and death made this
show as memorable and moving as it was. The production struck
a perfect"balance between the two emotions, evoking a truly vis-
ceral reaction from the audience throughout the show. Parts of Bat
Boy made the audience break into bouts of laughter or quiet tears,
or simply forced them to cover their eyes for a moment, finding
it difficult to accept what they saw. Because moments of comedy
were so quickly followed by inexplicable sadness, the sick irony
was made even clearer. Although viewers may have been skepti-
cal of the abnormal premise of this show, the audience certainly
left feeling that they had been unexpectedly moved by the tale of a
troubled, lovable Bat Boy.'
www.spiritgallerytattoo.com ?,r(:f P-~
860-443-0484 ~~
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A Little Taste of History:
Why Downton Abbey is such
a popular show
EMMAUNE DEIHL
STAFF WRITER
Sunday night used 10 be the night when I
mourned the end of the weekend. trying 10
mentally prepare for my Monday morning
cia s while finishing up last-minute home-
work. That was until I discovered Downton
Abbty. Or rather. until I finally got ar und to
watching this show that so many of my friends,
had been raving about. Once I . tarted watch-
ing. the hist ry nerd in me came out full force
and I could n t wait t watch the trials and
tribulations of the raw ley family with other
Downton fans on undnys [ was hooked.
In the past year. this British miniseries.
which airs on PB 's Masterpiece Classic,
has amassed a huge audience. garnered inter-
national fame nod attention and has won §IX
Emmys and the Golden GI be for Best Mini-
eries or Motion Picture Made for Televi-
sion. The finale of season two aired last week,
and there is already buzz about the upcoming
eason, whi h doe not air until next year. 11
seems the British Invasion is back.
At its heart, 001011/0" Abbty is a well-
wriuen, visually stunning. high-minded soap
opera. It centers on the aristocratic Crawley
family, headed by Robert rawley. the Earl of
Grantham, and hi American wife. Cora. They
have three daughters - Mary. Edith and Sybil
- and live in Downron Abbey, an enormous
English man r house and estate. The show is
in the tyle of Upstairs/Downstairs, focusing
both on the aristocratic family and their ser-
vants. headed by Mr. Carson, the butler, and
Mrs. Hughes. the housekeeper. The fir t season
open with the sinking of the Titanic and the
death of the heir to the estate. As English law
held that e rates could not pass to daughters.
Downton Abbey had to go 10 the next cl sest
male '" the family. nter Matthew, a distant
cou in wh kn w n thing ab ut running an
estate or the cial n rms f the n bility. The
saga begins. with plenty of romance. drama.
humor and action t keep viewers entertained.
Bef re I began watching Downton Abbey:
[ thought to myself. why
is this
show so popular? I am inclined to watch PBS
and can attest that Masterpiece Classic usually
shows high quality, entertaining productions.
However, it quickly became clear that Down-
to" Abbey was reaching an audience much
wider than regular Masterpiece viewers. I am
sure this is partly due 10 marketing and expo-
sure on awards shows and in the press. but the
fact is thaI the show is also highly entertain-
ing. very interesting and incredibly addictive.
One of the most fascinating aspects of
DOWn/on Abbey is that it is set in a world com-
pletely foreign to modern Americans. None
of the family members has a job; their lives
enter on running their estate. Matthew is a
lawyer. and to them the notion of having a
workingman inherit their estate is absurd. The
daughters always get dressed 10 the nines to
go to dinner with their parents, who are also
sporting their finery.
The main purpose of the daughters' lives is
10 get married 10 respectable and wealthy men.
Perhaps the mOSI shocking part is the family's
complete dependence on their servants, who
do everything for them. In one episode, we
learn lhal the daughter Sybil wants to become
a nurse. and a family member remarks that
this is a ridiculous idea, as she has never even
dre sed herself in her life.
Not that the Crawleys are lazy. The daugh-
ters, in particular, have plenty of spunk
and ambition, and are aware of
their lifestyle and how it is
being affected by the
changing world.
On the other
hand, the ser-
vants basicaJly
devote their lives
to this one family.
Their purpose is
to make sure that
everything runs
smoothly
and tbe family does uot have to lift a finger.
The onset of World War I does change some-of
their attitudes, which makes for an interesting
tension.
This historical aspect of Downton Abbey
is equally engaging. The first two seasons
span from 1912 10 1919, during which Eu-
rope changed drastically. World War I affects
Downton very much, as family members and
servants go to fight, and the house is then
turned into a convalescent home. This com-
ptetely alters the family's lifestyle. Suddenly
their lives have a purpose besides keeping up
appearances. The war also effectively breaks
down many social barriers. Those in the "lower
class" start to question their position and sub-
servience to the aristocracy. This shakes things
up considerably, as the family must come to
grips with the fact that their old way of life and
their position in the world is slipping.
While the historical background is interest-
ing, the allure of the show also rests mainly on
its characters. Among tbe family and their ser-
vants, who get an equal amount of attention on
the show. there are plenty of compelling char-
acters. The interactions between the charac-
ters drive the show, as we watch them strive to
have fulfilling lives while operating within the
social norms of the time. As it is a drama with
melod.ramatic tendencies. there is
plenty of intrigue. tor -
tured
love, betrayal, sibling rivalry and tension.
But there is also humor. Maggie Smith as
Violet Crawley, the Dowager Coull tess of
Grantham (Robert's mother), is arguably the
best character on the show. She is the quint-
essential snotty aristocrat, but surprisingly in-
sightful, caring and hilarious. In a dry manner
she constantly delivers meaningful yet biting
one-liners that are both incredibly funny and
thought-provoking. She is reason enough to
watch the show.
Of course, Downton Abbey is not without
imperfections. Reminiscent of a soap opera, a
couple of episodes in the second season were
a bit unbelievable, as one character made a
miraculous medical recovery which was con-
venient to the, plot, while another was very
conveniently killed off by the Spanish flu. The
pacing of the show is also strange. It feels as
if each episode should take place within a few
weeks of one another, but in reality they are
months apart. The show has spanned about
eight years so far, and not one character has
aged. Sybil, supposedly twenty-one at tile end
of season two, looks exactly the same as she
did in the beginning, when she should have
been about fourteen (although she looked
twenty-one then). Likewise, all the other char-
acters are physically exactly the same, which
can be a bit confusing, besides being entirely
unrealistic.
However, perfect reality is not the main. aim
of the show, and honestly, I'm glad that no one
has aged. The fact is, while I may not be able to
relate to the Crawley's lifestyles or agree with
the social system in which they live, Down-
/on Abbey is a world of visual beauty whith I
absolutely love. The Crawley family live's in
a protected bubble of grandeur. I love seeing
the gorgeous gowns the women wear to dinner,
wishing that [ bad the occasion to wear them
and how'their hair is done 'p~rfecrly ii'S ille;
stroll around their immaculately manicured
grounds. It may be ridiculous, but it is com-
plete eye-candy for us history nerds, which is
exactly what I want on a Sunday night. •
A Proper Adult Nove!
Norcross speculates on the quality of a new
J.K. Rawling book
SAM NORCROSS
STAFF WRITER
J K R wltng " writing a new
book a "proper adult novel." as a
quote fr m her websile goes. Maybe
y u've heard. maybe you're already
plannIng for midnighl sh wings of
the m vie ver. ion or maybe y u 'ye
Ju,t had vaguely onceming Ih ughts
about Potter·porn. but n matter who
you are. you have no Idea what that
phr .. e aClually means. It's extremely
vague. and deltberntely so. If you feel
Itke h vlng your intell.gence In,ult-
ed. you can attempt to find ul m re
by visiting Jkr wling.com. which
features a cheery picture f a fal yel-
1 w tome lllied "Til NEW BOOK."
Be'ides thiS ltlillating Image lies
what I'm abs lutely sure IS a genu·
Inely real. handwritten note by the
delicate fingers of J.K. herself, which
says (in convonclngly ~Ioppy cur-
slve)." Although I've enjoyed wnting
.t JU'l as much. my ne,1 novel will be
very dIfferent from the Harry Porltr
seTtt, .. To me Ihi~seem~ like some·
what of a 'hamele .. publtclly stunt.
It's a tea .. r trailer with extra tease. I
think we all would haVe already as-
sumed thaI J .K. Rowling is wnung
S methmg. Now we just know that it
will be "different" from Harry POI-
ter, I guess this is news: news enough
for the entire Internet to begin its
wild peculati ns.
Previ us interviews have been dis-
se led in search for whal direction
"THE NEW BOOK" may take. A
mystery novel seems to be a popular
guess. Some people Ihink il may be
a magical thriller. and olhers assume
high fantasy. A few years ago Row-
ling menci ned writing a Upolitical
fairy tale" for an even younger au-
dience than the Horry POller series.
ome suggesl Ihat she may have tak-
en that idea and aged il up for adults.
But I suppose that the twO major
questi os rai ed by this announce·
ment are Ihese: will the rabid Harry
POller fan ba. e accepl a book by
Rawling without the spectacled hero
r, perhaps, without any magic al all?
And will the bo k be any good?
I think my feelings toward Horry
POller grew up with my tastes. I will
probably always cite myself as a non-
fan of the series. and after saying so, I
will probably have to quell the shouts
and cries of my fellow generation-
Xers. I have a great fondness for
books one through four and a deep
hatred of all Ihe poorly paced pieces
of melodramatic fan-service that fol-
lowed. And Ihere will Slill be a few
shouts and cries.
But perhaps not so many as there
would be if I faced the truth. which
is Ihat I probably dislike the whole
series in general. I've always haled
re-reading books. and the thought of
slarting once again from the begin-
ning of an almost 3,500-page series
(about 1,900 pages of which I already
know I hate) sounds scary and bor-
ing. So I'm not sure if J can separale
my noslalgia from my legilimate
opinion, and even if 1were to re-read
the firsl four again oul of curiosily, I
have the feeling that my memories
of costumed midnight releases with
pumpkin juice, and summer camping
lrips spent marathon-ing each newest
volume would considerably sweeten
any objective opinion I could hope to
make.
I guess that's my follow-up ques-
tion for our entire generation. Can
we, in the end, separate our lifelong
memories growing up with this series
from our opinions of it? And then the
more relevant question: can we sepa-
rate whatever feelings we h"ave for
the series in general from its author?
I do not think that Rowling's next
book will be good. I think she's a dull
and cliched wriler who happened to
create a rich world in Harry Polter
by borrowing heavily from fairy tales
and myth. I think thaI preemptively
labeling this book as "adull" is meanl
to be provocative and nothing more.
I think il may have darker themes
and subject matter than Harry Potter,
perhaps a few more swear words, but
nothing deeper than that. And I know
that no matter what it is, it will sell
millions of copies.
While I can't say I'm exciled for
the book, J will say thar I am fasci-
nated to see the world's reaction.
There's a strong possibility Ihat the
use of the phrase "adult" is meant to
ease Harry Poteer's wide readership
inlo the idea thaI magic will not be
involved in Rowling's next work.
This would be a problem for her. The
success of the Harry Potter series
is based almost solely on Rowling's
ability to create an interesting magi-
cal world. If her next endeavor is
sel in the Muggle world, then "THE
NEW BOOK" will have to rely much
more heaVily on character, tone and
theme. Based on seven books of flat
characters, dull white-grey tones and
almost painfully cliched themes I
predicI any story of J .K.'s set in ;he
real world could only be saved by an
amazing plot.
. BUI never mind all this specula-
~Ion. There's a much more interest-
In? conversation to be had about
thiS announcement. It has to do with
thaI now ofl repeated phrase: " ro _
er adult novel." What is a~ "~d ~t
novel"? This is wh.t I thO k u
'\ 10 matters
about this story. Whatever "THE
NEW BOOK" will be, whether good
or bad, it :viII be an experiment in
popular fictIOn that will challe nge our
tastes, our memories and m bay e even
~ur concept of the categorizatio of
literature. • n,
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R used to dorrunate the charts ID the pop scene fell Into a slump. The mu- roles in a much different light. In of ten references to exuality, dull
Viewers of The Late Show with late 1990s and early 2000s. Throngs sic was not necessarily all bad, but South Korea, male celebrities are down the music and ever-so-slightly
David Letterman frequent the pro- of devoted fans would swarm in mu- there was no uniformity to the genre; praised for being fashion forward, increase their singing ability: that'
gram not only for the recognizable sic stores to purchase the CDs of it was going through an identity cri- wearing makeup and experimenting The Boys.
host and for the pithy comedy, but their favorite groups - Backstreet sis. Luckily, in the mid-1960s, a for- with eccentric hairstyles. Last year, Last, despite YG having no cur-
also for the musical guests. From Boys, Spice Girls, *NSYNC, etc. eign music scene presented itself as for an extreme example, male group rently announced plans for the
Eminem to Madonna, a plethora of While these trends largely faded in a viable option in America: the Brit- BIGBANG all wore skirts in their United States, it has long been con-
different performers have all graced America, the Asian music industry ish Invasion. To me, connections be- promotions. This kind of behavior sidered the most "western" Korean
the show during its over two-decade kept them alive. Rather than using tween the Hallyu Wave and the Brit- would be denigrated as "gay" in the music corporation. In the late '90s.
long run. Earlier this month, a less- outdated business models to market ish Invasion are blatant. United States, although 1 must note its CEO, Yang Hyun-Seok , was
,~r-known musical guest made an their-stars, Asiarr-companies chose Tha' ncrto 'S1t1that Korean art- that-South Korean artists only main- credited with popularizing hip-hop!
appearance on the iconic American to innovate: incorporating modern tain their heterosexual reputations rap in South Korea. Recently. they
show - Korean female pop group dance techniques, utilizing hip-hop/ because Korean society largely ig- have worked with Diplo (of "PaperRather than using outdated
Girls' Generation. rap styles and staying at the cutting nares homosexuality in general, not Planes" by M.I.A. fame), RedOne
Sonyea Sidae - SNSD, for short, edge of fashion. business models to market due to open-mindedness. ("Fire Burning" by Sean Kingston,
or Girls' Generation in English - Currently, the United States lacks For this reason, it is likely that the "Bad Romance" by Lady GaGa},
is orie of many pop artists breaking a pop music scene. Pop music, as their stars, Asian companies first Korean artists to break into the and will.i.am (from The Black Eyed
out of South Korea in recent years. a genre, and popular music. as a American market will be female. Peas) to produce music with them.
The "Hallyu Wave," what journalists measure of what music is currently chose to innovate. Unfortunately, the recent attempts If I had to put my money on one
have dubbed the increased popular- well-liked, are two separate entities. to break into the American market group gaining popularity in the
ity of Korean entertainment - spe- Our top ten pop music charts are not have been lackluster at best. South United States, it would be 2NEI
cifically its music - outside of centered on a pop music styling, but. isrs would not have their obstacles. Korea has three main.k-pop corpora- from YG Entertainment. Male group
South Korea, has been gaining trac- rather, around which hip-hop, rock, Aside from the obvious language tions who have explored promoting BIG BANG is also promising - and
tion in recent sears due in part to the R&B or electronica song can sell barrier, the United States has more their artists in the United States: JYP they won an MTV European Mu-
growing influence of the Internet. the most. Only a handful of artists than a few cultural differences. Entertainment, SM Entertainment sic Award last year - but I am not
'While other Asian countries have - Lady GaGa, Rihanna, Katy Perry When it was discovered Korean and YG Entertainment. convinced that the. United States is
faced a similar interest in Korean - are carrying tbe entire pop genre. rapper G-Dragon had taken one hit JYP has tried to popularize their ready for boy bands again. 2NEl
music, its popularity has been ex- As a result, Americans have wit- from one joint of marijuana by ac- girl group The Wonder Girls by hav- achieved international fame online
tending far beyond the continent nessed some pretty awful songs top- eident, a huge controversy ensued in ing them open at Jonas Brothers' for their 20 I I hit "I Am The Best"
over the past few years. From flash- ping the pop charts over tbe past which his entire career was suspend- concerts and with a straignt-Ior-tele- and their partnership with will.i.arn
mobs in Europe to topping the charts few years. Remember "My Humps" ed and the media publicly shamed vision movie on Nickelodeon. Ap- seems promising.
in South America, the international by the Black Eyed Peas or "Crank him. Contrast that with the United pealing to a young audience seems Americans are only likely to listen
fan base for "k-pop" has been expo- That" by Soulja Boy? Some artists States, in which performers make to be JYP's modus operandi. to Korean music if it retains enough
nentially increasing. YouTube Mu- have even made a career out of mar- careers on bragging about taking SM controls the rights to Girls' Asian influence to be noticeably
sic and the Billboard Charts have keting themselves as bad or trashy harder drugs. Generation, who recently released different from American music, but
both very recently added k-pop sec- - justlook at the personas of Ke$ha South Korea is still extremely Con- their first American album called not different enough to intimidate
tions to accommodate the demand. It or LMFAO. America is struggling to servative on a lot of issues; drugs, The Boys. While promotions have English- nly speaker. If marketed
is not unusual to see Korean artists find a unifying pop genre. profanity, violence and sexuality are been aimed at a more mainstream properly, Ihe Hallyu Wave ould be
breach the Top 10 on iTunes either. A similar phenomenon occurred in hardly discussed with the same level audience than lYP's, the music has the next British lnvasion .•
But, what is k-pop? In the United the late 1950s. After Elvis Presley of openness as in American music. been less than innovative. Imagine
Fiction MARCH 5, 2012&:l,lo", Sarah Fasano & AJexSaffronhCllonothecolegevolce org
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Flatonia
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 and Gomez - who was apparently the official
owner of the Fat Burger outside of Flatonia -
had been packaging their cocaine for sale and
distribution.
Without Cynthia noticing, Oscar cocked
back his gun and started letting off shots in
her direction as he ran away. Meanwhile Billy
Slauson and Carlos - Vega, not Brown, Brown
works Tuesdays, remember - took cover wher-
ever they could. Shots ricocheted throughout
the kitchen hitting all sorts of pots and pans
and the grill even. That is until Cynthia, who
kneeled down behind a cutting table stood up,
drew her weapon once more and shot the wild
Vasquez in the chest. When the smoke had
cleared tbere were three men hit.
Now Cynthia Mcdowd's sixth grade Span-
ish ain't good enough to have understood ev-
erything that was said but you don't have to
.. 'a"meansbe a linguist to know what cocam ,
and besides she had seen Scarface. As Cyn-
thia tells it, she asked Raul to calm down and
put his hands in the air as she drew her pistol.
Raul began to raise his hands but in doing so
. d he made a suddenhis lower back gave out an
movement, and right then either Raul Gomez
or Martin Smith depending on how you look
hi M Dowdat it became the first roan Cynt ia c
ever killed.
With Gomez' body lying dead on t~e floor
five feet or so in front of her, Shenff s Dep-
uty Mcdowd stood there shocked, which gave
. h ti to get out hISOscar Vasquez Just enoug lime .
d h d on the firsttwenty-two which he ha stas e .
d f Ise set of Iino-of a set steps hidden un er a a h
b ment where eleum ·tiles that lead to a ase
Billy Slauson got word from his doctor today
that he could finally start drinking again. It's
been two weeks, and Billy's only been having
beers the whole time. "That mean I gotta start
working again?" Billy asked the doctor.
The answer was no. BUl it wouldn't have
mattered really, though, because there wasn't
any job to go back to. The Fat Burger just out-
side of Flatonia was closed anyhow, and Billy,
who got injured on the job was still eligible for
worker's compensation .
Happy about this fact and happy about being
able to drink again, Billy went for a sit on the
front step outside the trailer he shares with his
sister to have himself a glass of Old Grandpa.
In his other hand was the paper, which had a
picture of Cindy McDowd looking real nice
with a bow on her state trooper hat and ev-
erything.
But just as Billy was about to start reading
the article Carlos Vega rolled up. "Biiiilllyy,"
he shouted and gave a honk.
"Carlos," Billy nodded.
"Hey, man, do you want to go for a drive?"
Carlos asked.
"Where to?" Billy asked.
"1don't know man. I was thinking like outto
like Paradise, what you think?" Carlos asked.
"It's like six hours north, but I got enough
Whiskey to last and plus it' supp sed to be the
fifth nicest place in the whole ountry, man."
"The fifth nicest?" Billy a 'ked.
"Yeah," Carlos said.
"And you got whiskey?"
"Old Grandpa," Carlos added smiling. He
was flu h from his worker's comp as well.
"Alright," Billy agreed, and he and Car-
los drove off, heading north to meet up with
35. The car rumbled and all of Carl s' junk
swayed, including the gold loath - n w flat-
tened from a ricochet bullet - whi h Billy wa
wearing two Thursdays ago at w rk when ev-
erything happened. They drove thr ugh Fla-
I nia once m re , pas ing Gray's and Abella"
and not much else bef re getung on the high-
way four miles bef re th Fat Burger, n w
closed, just outside Flatonia .•
-_ ..-... - ~_._----- • •
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Vibrams
Fitness Craze or Valid Innovation?
JEFF BELING
SPORTS EDITOR
Perhaps many of you have seen
the newest craze in running and fit-
ness-the Vibram Five Finger fUD-
ning shoes. Purported to be a more
natural running shoe, the rubber-
soled human feet imitations allow
runners to, according to the website,
"Let [their] foot move naturalIy".
This seems -Iike-a-solid-idea-on-th
.......:isc»u~ At lieoe. e shoes have-
their detractors. Many see the shoes
as ugly and useless, placing those
that wear and swear by them in the
same category as snake oil sales-
men. The opposition takes not only
the aesthetic side of the argument,
but uses scientific research as well,
utilizing Evolutionary Biologist run hundreds of miles in sandals, cestors. The reasoning is that we, as
Pete Larson's statement: forever disproving the need to wear a people, were built to run barefoot.
"To be honest, I don't even think what he claims are clunky running The opposition complains that this
science currently provides particu- shoes. view is outdated in that one cannot
larly good answers as to what any Runners have been incorporating simply switch from running shoes to
individual should wear or not wear barefoot elements into their train- a barefoot shoe.
on their feet. I think runners need ing for years. It is the notion that Personally, I side with the lat-
not be afraid to experiment, and that one would be best off doing all of ter group in the debate. Although
they should take what they are told one's training in barefoot shoes that there are benefits to running short
in most running stores with a grain has become the focal point of this distances barefoot, in the scope of
of salt." debate. one's running it is a poor decision to
~LaqQn's ~tanc,e against barefoot ~;!iQ.I~,~ides ha e ~el~\;;;~~ec;""ffi1l.!'.e, a J;!g j~mp \0 barefoot shoes.
alld n~a{ b'iiref501'TuilflTllg comet"a's ... ~ota'ata tliat often Comes lIUO ToJunes III runmng 'lire common; es-
a reaction to the incredibly popular play, such as the barefoot side de- pecially if you wish to run enough
book Born to Run "byChris McDou- tailing that, as evolutionary beings, miles to, train for a marathon, or
gall, a book based on McDougall's humans were meant to be barefoot. even a local 5k-road race. It makes
time spent with the Tarahumara In- The idea is that our human forebears sense to wear shoes that fit your run-
dians of Mexico searching for rem- would chase animals while barefoot ning style, as opposed to a shoe that
edies to running-related foot pain. for hours in order to tire animals out is supposed to herald the best pos-
MeDougall claims throughout the and eventually catch prey that, at tbe sible running form.
book that these natives are able to outset, was much faster tban our an- When it comes down to it, many
people do not need the type of train-
ing that Vibrams provide. The
chance of injury is very high, es-
pecially if you start running higher
mileage. That is not to say that
lighter shoes are the devil. [run in
a pair of Saucony Mirages, a lighter
shoe with less stability. However,
these shoes are a far cry from the
"Barefoot Feel" that Vibrams pro-
vide.
Vibrams lIo have their place on the
runmng s oe s e ,aiiOil'they work
for you, that's great. I understand
. that this type of shoe has valid run-
ning benefits. I guess Imight be bi-
ased as a distance runner, so if you
love the look of neoprene and rubber
faux-human feet, be my guest .•
ETHAN HARFENIST
OPINIONS EDITOR
I started going to the Conn Men's
Club Rugby games last semester.
Living in the Village, it was an easy
walk to the field and a nice place to
bask in the sun trying to overcome
poisonous hangovers. I like foot-
ball, so I figured I'd like rugby, too,
since my American thought process
equated it to football mixed with
cricket and soccer. For whatever
reason my brain, felt less pummeled
from the night before as my eyes
watched men repeatedly crash into
one another and rough each other
up. 'While I never understood rugby
(and still don't fully), I could not
deny how entertaining and adrena-
line-fueled it was. Though Conn's
men's rugby team went 2-3 last
semester, losing those three games
to rivals Wesleyan, Nichols Col-
lege and Westfield State, the boys
are gearing up for this semester's
matches with a 'renewed sense of
carnivorous blood lust, ready and
able to bash some faces and crack
ribs like kindling. It's almost time
for rugby's spring season,
Rugby is one of those sports here
at Conn that doesn't enjoy the ghtz
and glamour of playing home games
on the green. Rather, the team IS
relegated to the boondocks of Con-
necticut College athletic spaces, the
beautiful but isolated Dawley Field
down by the water past the WlO-
chesters. One would expect such
exile to be partially beneficial, al-
lowing the club to practice Without
bother and enjoy a certain level of
independence from the traditio.n~:
varsity athletic sphere. ThIS IS~
the case, thougb. "One of the big-
l
The Boys' are Back:
Rugby gears up for another season
gest issues for our club has been
finding adequate space to practice.
More and more each year we have
been given less time on a field that
has been traditionally used as the
rugby field," says team president
Henry Rossoff ' 12. "Sailing has
built a shed and a generator on Daw-
ley field without discussing it with'
us, and rowing has occasionally just
left their boats on our field. As we
see it, there's a lack of respect to-
wards our club by the varsity teams
and other higher-ups."
"The administration doesn't like
us, or at the very least doesn't re-
spect us," gripes Michael Natri-
ella '12. "The athletic department
thinks we're just another club sport,
and unfortunately I feel like some
members of our team are convinced
that this is true also. Put simply, if
someone even knows that we have a
. rugby team at Conn that's about as
good as the press can get."
This vented frustration translates
into bone melting tackles and a
testosterone soaked competitions.
Since there is virtually no fandom,
little glory and constant hurdles,
. it is incredibly commendable that
these guys even suit up on a week-
ly basis. Notwithstanding the lack
of any kind of support mechanism
from the school, the team is always
striving for wins. The boys are still
finding their stride after losing such
powerhouses as James Jackson 'II
(known popularly as DJ E@sy),
Keith Winking 'II and Nick Bright
'II at the end of the 20 II season.
There has been an injection of new
talent, particularly in their serum, so
the spring season should prove to be
more successful. Natriello believes
that, "Tom Olsen, who was trying
out for basketball in the fall, will be
integral to renewed success. He's a
player of diverse skill and can re-
ally help us out. We need more ag-
gressive players like Tom. In terms
of my personal performance, I'll be
better if I get in shape, and if my
tackling is more consistent."
Hopefully, more wins will
also lead to more of a follow-
ing at Connecticut College for
the rugby team. "We'd like
to increase our exposure at
Conn, it's just difficult as nor-
mally we play on a field that is
as far away from main campus
as possible," says Rossoff.
For a school that dons t-
shirts bragging about a fic-
tional undefeated football
team, we have a very real and
exciting "substitute" already.
"Rugby is an extremely physi-
cal sport but there's a lot of
strategy too," says co-captain
Alex Saffron '12. "A good
team needs to run plays and
combine an overall strategy
with brute physicality in order
to win." Rugby is fast paced
and stimulating-basically,
all of the ingredients for an
awesome sports viewing ex-
perience. Though they play
far away from the traditional
action of campus, it's defi-
nitely worth the trip down to
the waterfront. Club sports re-
tain a grit and semi-casualness
that make for entertaining and
unpredictable matches. Rug-
by, in particular, is balls-to-
the-walls fun; it has all of the
brutality of football without
the constant pauses and dead
space. You got serums, line-
outs and a ton of hits, all with
no pads or helmets-absolute-
Iy invigorating stuff.
The season kicks off after spring
break, and this sports writer highly
suggests that anybody with an ap-
petite for violence or human kinetic
poetry makes the trek down to the
water on a sunny day to watch these
striped warriors gelatinize players
from other colleges .•
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Featured Teams: Men's and Women's Swimming
Men's and women's swimming and diving teams competed at the NESCAC championships
the past two weekends at Williams and Wesleyan, respectively. The women placed 7th among
NESCAC peers, setting 5 varsity records and earning 5 provisional NCAA qualifications.
The Camel men ranked 4th - tying their highest placing in history - setting 8 varsity records
and receiving four invitations to the upcoming NCAA championship meet March 21-24 in
Indianapolis.
NCAA INVITEES
Tim Walsh '12 100 backstroke
200 backstroke
200 medley relay
100 butterfly
200 medley relay
200 medley relay
200 medley relay
Sam Gill '14
Kirk Czelewicz ' 15
Pat McGinnis ' 15
.............
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NESCAC POWER RJ\NKINGS IN CASEYOU MISSED IT
LAST-
Sun, Feb 26
Women's Squash
Howe Cup at Harvard
University vs. Tufts 3-6
ThIs Is the lint Ins1IlIlnent of the NESCAC Pow8r Rank-
Ing. The PoWer Ra~ will be pOsted Wii!lcly and will
rank the eIeIIen NESCAC schools beSId on bMketbaU and
hoclrey.
No lMI'III SIJ'Qng IeCOId has gMn Amhenta power(uI
I.-cI, holcIlng a lfOht grip on !he top spot. ThIs s0lidi-
fies the w1nteflpons Il.OW8" ranklngs for !he 2011-2012
season .
MEN"S WOMEN'S
.......
SCHOOL BASlliTIALL ............
AMHERST 1 I
TUFTS 4 2 4
BOWDOIN 6 3 2
MIDDLEBURY 2 n 3
WILUAMS 7 S 5
WESLEYAN 3 6 6
BATES 5 •
TRINITY t
IWt'I:JCN 8
COLBY 10
CONN 10
1.25
3.33
3 3.5
4.25
6 5.15
t 6
1 ......
3 i
2 l
4 ......
L..-__ .... . ~ _
